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Local Government and Communities Committee 

Call for Views on the Period Products (Free Provision) (Scotland) Bill 

Submission from Shetland Islands Council 

 

We estimate that the number of women of menstruating age in Shetland is between 
5,500 and 6,000. Estimates for women in period poverty range from 10-25%. So far 
we have put/ are in the process of putting, products in council offices and other 
public buildings e.g. Shetland Library, community centres, leisure centres and health 
centres.  

Take up is approximately 5% at present but we are still ironing out issues with the 
supply chain - there appears to be a bit of a gap before reordering. It is still early 
days and hopefully as we tighten up procedures for getting products out and get 
more places on board, uptake should increase. 

With regards to educational establishments, our system is a bit more refined.  We 
have products available in all schools, halls of residence and both colleges.  In 
schools, products are available for pupils to take home for the holidays as well as 
having single products for use in toilets; that includes gender neutral and disabled 
toilets, as well as Additional Support for Learning departments; we have also made 
some products available in primary schools and primary departments. 

The uptake is not as high as we had expected, so we plan to survey pupils again to 
see why that might be.  Anecdotally, it may be that where the products are being 
made available is not as discreet as they might like.  Once we have done that, we 
plan to have another campaign to promote this scheme. We previously surveyed the 
pupils to ascertain which products to provide and that worked well.  

Given the rurality of our schools, we have a contract for the supply of the products 
with the local wholesalers who deliver the food to schools, this being the easiest and 
most cost-effective way of organising this, and their prices were cheaper than 
Scotland Excel.  The request for reorder comes through our centrally based Catering 
and Cleaning Team.  However, some schools have advised that they already 
received free products from the company/brand ‘Always’. 

As an authority, we are supportive of this initiative however, at present, we can’t be 
more specific about the level of period poverty in Shetland. 
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